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Abstract: Localization of incident fields into very small volumes (hot-spots) allows strong light-matter interactions at the hot spots. This makes path interference effects, Fano resonances, visible. Fano resonances can
appear due to the coupling of a bright plasmon (i) to a longer lifetime dark plasmon mode or (ii) to a quantum
object (QO) of a much longer lifetime. The second phenomenon provides a very important utility: the voltage
tunability of the linear/nonlinear response. The level-spacing of the QO, such as defect-centers and quantum
dots, are voltage-tunable which can make a sharp Fano resonance appear and disappear. Here, we compare the
two phenomena by solving the equations of motions for the near-field plasmon amplitudes, derived from two
different Hamiltonians. While the two plasmon amplitudes look similar to each other, except for the population
inversion parameter ‘y ’, our results show that quantum emitter enables fine spectral tuning of the plasmon
amplitude, thus, providing better enhancement.
Keywords: Localized surface plasmon (LSP), long-lived oscillators, bright and dark plasmon modes, fine-tuning
response

1. Introduction
Plasmonics is a pioneering field of photonics [1, 2] in which the quantization of collective oscillations
of free electrons in metals is defined as plasmons [3, 4]. These plasmons can be localized by confining
around the nanoparticles (also known as localized surface plasmon-LSP) [5] or they can propagate (as
surface plasmon polaritons-SPP) along the metal-dielectric interface [6] in periodic nanostructures.
Since both localized and propagating modes of surface plasmons are sensitive to their environmental
conditions, they can be used for a variety of applications ranging from single-molecule detection to
increasing solar-cell efficiency [7–9]. In this field, the main motivation is therefore not only exploring
the light-matter interaction at the nanoscale dimensions but also to control the field localization and
enhancement of incident electromagnetic field for a variety of applications [10–12] through surface
plasmon resonance (SPR). In addition, huge progress in lithographic techniques [13], direct laser
ablation [14, 15], and wet-chemical processes [16] give the possibility of precisely adjusting the size,
the shape, and the periodicity of plasmonic structures to tune the spectral position of SPR in the visible
region of electromagnetic spectrum [17]. These plasmonic structures can be utilized as a platform for
*
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active tuning of SPR spectral position with single-layer graphene (SLG) [18]. Moreover, the localized
field in the coupled plasmonic system can be used to enhance nonlinear processes such as Raman
signals[19]. Unlike all above applications of plasmonic phenomenon, strong localization of incident
field into very small hot-spots enables new research areas to be opened, known as quantum optics
[20] and quantum plasmonics [21, 22]. In general, tiny objects such as quantum dot (QD), quantum
emitter (QE) [23–25] or nowadays defect/color centers [26, 27] are positioned very close to plasmonic
nanostructures to acquire very interesting physical phenomena such as Fano resonances (FRs) or path
interference effect. Since these are the plasmon analogs of electromagnetically induced transparency
(EIT) [28–30], a deep understanding of the physics behind EIT is crucial. In EIT, the excited state is
weakly hybridized into two, by the interaction of a strong microwave pump source, where these two
states operate out of phase so one absorbs the incident energy as the other one emits. However, the
strong microwave pump source induces weak hybridization of the excited level as opposed to FRs [31].
FRs or path interference can possess strong potential to control both plasmon amplitude and lifetime
of plasmon oscillations in linear and nonlinear regimes [32–39]. Although FRs or sometimes referred
as path interference effects possess quantum mechanical nature, they are experimentally observed in
which long-lifetime plasmon mode (dark mode) interacts with the bright plasmon mode [34].
Advancements in technology and the progression in the micro and nano-fabrication facilities allow us to produce complex nanostructures for plasmonic applications to support dark modes. However,
dark plasmon modes (antibonding plasmon mode or quadrupole mode) cannot be directly excited with
linearly polarized light sources. On the other hand, this effect can also be accomplished by quantum
objects (QE, QD or molecules) where the interaction appearing between bright-dark plasmon coupling owns the same nature as the interaction between bright plasmon mode and QE [40] except for a
population inversion parameter. We present here a very detailed explanation to clarify this difference
for plasmonic applications as follows. First, we obtain the plasmon amplitudes for these two different
scenarios with steady-state solutions of Heisenberg equations. Then, we explain the fine-tuning of
plasmon amplitudes with dark modes due to missing population inversion parameter in bright-dark
plasmon coupled system before the conclusion.

2. Theoretical model
In this section, the bright-dark plasmons coupling is first explained on the model system through
a quantum mechanical approximation. For this purpose, we assume that a single spherical Au
nanoparticle (AuNP) is positioned very close to Ag metal nanorod (AgNR) dimer (Figure 1 (a)).
Here, Au nanoparticle supports localized plasmon modes (bright mode) while metal nanorod dimer
supports dark-mode provided that the polarization of illuminating source becomes along with the
distance between nanorods. In our analytical model, we assume these modes as interacting/coupled
harmonic oscillators. We start with writing the total energy of the system in the Heisenberg picture
to reach the plasmon amplitude of coupled system as follows.
Ĥ0 = ℏΩb â†b âb + ℏΩd â†d âd ,
ĤP

= iℏ(εâ† e−iωt − h.c),

Ĥint = ℏf (â†b âd + â†d âb ).

(1)
(2)
(3)
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Figure 1. (a) Au nanoparticle (AuNP) supporting bright plasmon mode and Ag nanorod (AgNR) supporting
dark plasmon mode in a coupled plasmonic system with individual responses as a function of wavelength. (b)
AuNP and Quantum emitter (QE) in the coupled systems and their corresponding response functions.

Here, Ĥ0 includes energies of bright (ℏΩb â†b âb ) and dark plasmon (ℏΩd â†d âd ) modes, respectively,
where â† (â) is creation (annihiliation) operator. In addition, Ωb and Ωd are the resonance frequencies
of the oscillators. The coupling between bright-dark mode is included as Ĥint in which f is a
measure of this coupling in unit of energy (interaction strength). Finally, ĤP is the energy of
pump source (ω is the excitation frequency). The equations of the motion can be obtained by
ˆ = [â, Ĥ]. Since amplitudes (number of plasmons to be excited)
applying Heisenberg equation, iℏȧ
define plasmon excitation, the operators âb and âd are replaced with complex numbers αb and αd ,
respectively [41].
α̇b = −(iΩb + γb )αb − if αd + εe−iωt

(4a)

α˙d = −(iΩd + γd )αd − if αb

(4b)

γb and γd are the decay rates of the plasmon fields. In the steady-state, both oscillators follow
the driving frequency of ω so the final plasmon amplitude of coupled system can be obtained as in
Equation 5.
α̃b =

ε
[i(Ωb − ω) + γb ] +

|f |2
[i(Ωd −ω)+γd ]

,

(5)

To analyze the spectral response of bright plasmon mode upon coupling to the dark mode we plot
the plasmon mode intensity as a function of excitation frequency ω as shown in Figure 2. We point
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Figure 2. Intensity of bright plasmon mode plotted as a function of normalized excitation frequency ω/ω0 when
dark mode coupled to bright plasmon mode, obtained from Equation 5 with parameters taken as Ωb = 1.0ω0 ,
Ωd = 1.5ω0 , γb = 0.1ω0 , f = 0.1ω0 and γd = 0.001ω0 .

out here that dark-plasmon mode serves as a longer lifetime oscillator. Therefore, we can replace
dark-plasmon mode with QE/QD systems because they possess smaller decay rate values than bright
plasmon fields (γb > γeg ). Figure 1 (b) shows the model system consisting of Au nanoparticle and
QE. One can write the total Hamiltonian system and calculate the plasmon field of coupled oscillators
as explained above. The Hamiltonian of the coupled system (Figure 1 (b)) is written as the sum of
the energy of the plasmon oscillation (Ωb ), quantum emitter (ωeg ), the pump source (ω ), and the
interaction between QE and plasmon field ( Ĥint ) as follows.
Ĥ0 = ℏΩb â†b âb + ℏωeg |e⟩⟨e|,
ĤP

= iℏ(εâ†b e−iωt − h.c),

Ĥint = ℏf (â†b |g⟩⟨e| + âb |e⟩⟨g|).

(6)
(7)
(8)

Here |g⟩ (|e⟩) is the ground (excited) state of the QE. γb , γeg , and γee are the decay rates of plasmon
mode, off-diagonal and diagonal elements of QE’s density matrix, respectively, which yield the following
equations for the amplitudes.
α̇b = −(iΩb + γb )αb − if ρge + εe−iωt
ρ̇ge = −(iωeg + γeg )ρge + if α(ρee − ρgg )
∗

ρ̇ee = −γee ρee + i(f ρge α − c.c)

(9a)
(9b)
(9c)
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Figure 3. Intensity of bright plasmon mode plotted as a function of normalized excitation frequency ω/ω0
when QE coupled to bright plasmon mode, obtained from Equation10 for different values of population inversion
parameter y , while other parameters are taken as Ωb = 1.0ω0 , ωeg = 1.5ω0 , γb = 0.1ω0 , f = 0.1ω0 , and
γeg = 10−6 ω0 .

In the steady state, oscillations of the plasmon amplitude (αb = α̃b e−iωt ) and off-diagonal density
matrix element (ρge = ρ̃ge e−iωexc t ) result in Equation 10, where y = ρee − ρgg is the population
inversion parameter.
α̃b =

ε
[i(Ωb − ω) + γ] −

|f |2 y
[i(ωeg −ω)+γeg ]

(10)

Here, one must take into account the conservation of probability, ρee + ρgg = 1 and we assume that
the diagonal density matrix element does not oscillate in the steady-state (ρii = ρ̃ii (i=e, g )). One can
easily notice that Equation 5 and Equation 10 exactly resemble each other except for the population
inversion parameter ‘y ’. Both equations cause the plasmon amplitude of a damped cavity if the
interaction term is absent (f = 0). Moreover, the response of the system is weak when ωexc and Ωb
are not close to each other (off-resonant excitation scheme). On the other hand, the denominators of
Equation 5 and Eq. 10 clearly indicate the role of interaction between two-oscillators on the tuning
of resulted plasmon amplitude with f , Ωd (ωeg ), and γd (γeg ) parameters.
Coupling between two oscillators (f ̸= 0) yields minimization of the denominators in Equation
5 and Equation 10 with an appropriate Ωd (ωeg ) value to enhance the plasmon amplitude ( α̃). In
practice, this can be done by placing an auxiliary molecule (a variety of molecules can be found for
this purpose in [42]) in close proximity of plasmonic system or designing (size, shape, or material type)
an appropriate metal nanorod dimer to support dark plasmon mode. Although all these are widely
discussed in the literature and yield more fine control of linear and nonlinear plasmon amplitudes,
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Figure 4. Intensity of bright plasmon mode calculated for different frequencies of QE using Equation 10 while
other parameters are Ωb = 1.0ω0 , γb = 0.1ω0 , γeg = 10−6 ω0 , and f = 0.1ω0 .

the importance of the population inversion parameter, ‘y ’ (see the second term in the denominator
of Equation 10) is not certainly noticed yet. Though, without ‘y ’ parameter, the coupled system is
exactly solvable. But, the addition of ‘y ’ requires time-evolution to determine its value even in the
steady-state for which the parameter ‘y ’ takes a negative value (between –1 and 0). Moreover, the
response function of Equation 10 in the presence of ‘y ’ becomes always higher than that of Equation5
which makes it a more flexible controlling scheme than a bright-dark plasmon coupled system. To
investigate the role of y parameter in the coherent response of coupled plasmon system we calculate
the intensity of bright plasmon mode for different values of y as shown in Figure 3. The result
obtained from Equation 10 (see Figure 3) shows a clear distinction from Figure 2 in terms of the
peak intensity of the bright plasmon mode. This is due to the ’y parameter’ provided by QE in
the denominator of steady-state amplitude Equation 10 which escalates the peak intensity of bright
plasmon mode in the coupled state. In other words, one can reach higher plasmon amplitudes in brightQE plasmon coupling when it is compared to bright-dark plasmon coupling system even Equation 5 and
Equation 10 are quite similar. Recent studies indicate that stress-induced defect centers can be used
as quantum emitters/quantum objects. Moreover, the operation wavelength in which we refer to this
as level spacing in our theoretical model for quantum emitter can be adjusted with an external voltage.
Therefore, controlling defect resonance provides an additional tuning capability of the Fano response
of the coupled plasmonic system. Next, we explore the fine spectral tuning of the quantum emitter
with the bright plasmon mode under weak coupling for different level spacing ωeg as shown in Figure
4. The sharp resonance of quantum emitter provided by discrete level spacing is electrically tunable
which supports coherent quantum states in defect centers and quantum dots [43, 44]. The tunable
spectral response of these systems make them more propitious over dark hot resonances to control and
probe the plasmonic systems for ultrahigh-resolution single-molecule imaging [27] and pave its way for
silent enhancement of plasmon amplitude in the surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy SERS [33].
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3. Conclusion
We explore theoretically the differences between bright-dark plasmon coupling and bright plasmon-QE
coupling even though they seem very similar. First, we clarify the plasmon amplitudes obtained from
the total Hamiltonian of the model systems in the Heisenberg picture. Then, we analyze the tuning
of resulted plasmon field with respect to the properties of coupled oscillators. The results of this
comparison and analysis show that the bright plasmon-QE coupled system exhibit enhanced plasmon
field amplitude ( α̃), due to the ‘y -population’ parameter as compared to the bright-dark plasmon
coupled system. In addition to this, QE provides a more flexible fine spectral tuning by coupling to
the bright plasmon resonant mode. Finally, we conclude that the voltage tunable property of stressinduced defect centers which can serve as quantum emitters enables spectral tuning of Fano response
of plasmon-defect center coupling.
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